From January 1, 1988 through March 15, 1989, Tobacco Industry
Labor Management Committee representatives have provided 42 IAQ
presentations in 17 states and the District of Columbia to a
wide range of labor audiences. Among the types of organizations
reached have been:

state AFL-CIO executive boards, conferences and
conventions
rn

statewide AFL-CXO affiliate conferences and conventions
AFL-CIO trades department executive board meetings
AFL-CIO support group regional conferences, executive
board meetings and national conventions
local union meetings

These presentations have enabled the Committee to educate
national, state and local labor leaders on the IAQ issue. At the
same time, we have been able to elevate it on labor's health and
safety agenda. Beyond its significance as a health and safety
issue however, the committee, through its presentations and
materials has positioned the issue in terns of its relevance to
organizing, jobs, and collective bargaining.

In most cases, the Committee is providing new information to the
labor movement at all levels. The response to the message among
virtually all the groups reached has been positive. In certain
instances, the information has allowed labor groups to take
subsequent action on the IAQ issue, including building audits and
membership health and safesy surveys. Many also have used our
arguments and materials to oppose workplace smoking legislation
at t h e federal, state and local levels.
The presentations provide a solid foundation upon which to
continue building the IAQ program among organized labor.
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